
INTRODUCTION

CV-CC216FH  Series, 1080P / 2MP high resolution camera to reduce side blind spots, 3 - point 
mount holder whole body mechanical design, prevents slippery and vibration. The whole 
aluminum die-casting design with abrasive resistant layer, which supports acid and alkali liquid 
resistance.  Video analytics can also be applied to enable megapixel streaming only when it 
is automatically activated. Equipped with F2.0 large aperture and IR illuminator that pulls in 
more light, provides crystal clear video on either side of vehicles both day and night.

MAIN FEATURES

‧AHD 1080P CMOS image sensor brings high-quality digital image captures and video recording

‧Compatible with 1080P AHD DVR system, capture footage of any incident or unexpected situation

‧The whole aluminum die-casting design with abrasive resistant layer, excellence of thermal performance

‧Three way rotate designed, allows to quickly modify the viewing angle

‧Powered by DC 12V which is durable and longlasting, and can be used for a long time

CARAVISION SET TO LAUNCH SIDE BLIND SPOT CAMERA
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SIDEVIEW SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
WITH 3-POINT MOUNT HOLDER

❖ Paired with f / 2 large aperture and IR illuminator which can handle different driving situations
❖ Compatible with 1080P AHD DVR system, enhances the recording picture and display the real picture quality
❖ Adopted with 80 degree board lens, which increased the visibility of distance from blind spot area



‧21mm to 30mm scope tube diameter of holder

‧IP68 / IP69K increase the durability of whole metal cover, dust proof design adapted to windy and rainy

‧Various installation methods are available on European and Japanese different truck models

SPECIFICATION

‧Specialized aviation 6-pin mini-DIN connectors ensuring signal stability

‧Our persistence in quality and service is recognized, we passed the ISO/TS 16949 certification

W 66mm

H 48mm

D 82~92mm

Customize the various
field of view from 70° to 120°

15%
Light passes

F2.0 large aperture

98%
Transmittance

Multi-layer lens

Auto
Sensitivity
Threshold

Day / night mode
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Industrial design reaches
water resistance of IP68/IP69K

‧3-point mount holder 
for maximum stability

With more than 30 years of video technology support from our parent company HI-SHARP in the security and 

surveillance field, Caravision focuses on the research and development of in-vehicle security and surveillance 

equipment, with a full range of products developed and manufactured in Taiwan.

Our products for large commercial vehicles is particularly impressive, and Caravision has flexibly constructed a line 

of automotive video products, providing various AI intelligent video identification technology, advanced driver 

assistance system ( ADAS ), driving vision assistance system integration and fleet management services.

For more information and product details, please visit www.caravis ion.com.tw
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